
FESTIVAL® CAN-T
The high-peak for maximum ease 

The Festival® CAN-T  is perfect for lighter duty 
applications where portability and labor savings are a 
key requirement. The key design principle behind the 
Festival® is the cross-cable mast support system, which 
allows for far less parts than other frame tents and 
reduces installation time. The high sweeping peaks and 
tensioned fabric make the Festival®  CAN-T a favorite 
for most any outdoor event.

The simplistic design of the frame’s 2.5”OD round 
anodized aluminum extrusions make installation easy. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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•	 Fewer parts translates to faster installations

•	 Easy to learn and easy to install system

•	 Record breaking installation times

•	 Engineered to ASCE 7-10 56mph

•	 Product can be installed by one person

WHY FESTIVAL CAN-T?

ENGINEERING
System engineered to ASCE 7-10 56mph (3 Second 
Gust) Exposure “C”

PRODUCT VIDEO

See our website or our Youtube 
Channel for a product video 
featuring the benefits of this 
tent system.

The frame system is rugged enough to handle the 
day-to-day pressures of the commercial tent rental 
environment, while light enough for cost and labor 
savings each time the tent is installed. The frame 
system utilizes a modular pole system where a 20’ 
span can be achieved with two 9’3” poles and a splice. 
These 9’3” poles are used for the 10x, 15x and 20x 
frame systems, and for the 9’3” legs.

http://aztectent.com/video/festival-can-t-can-w
http://aztectent.com/video/festival-can-t-can-w


THE AZTEC ADVANTAGE
THE FRAME TENT THAT ONE PERSON CAN INSTALL

COMPATIBILITY

Sizes: 
10’x10’, 10’x20’ Single Peak
15’x15’, 20’x20’

Configurations: 
One piece tent tops 
Modular frame components
Longest frame component is 9’3” 
Leg sizes offered in 8’H and 9’3”H 

Fabric: 
16oz PVC laminated blockout white 
standard membrane. Translucent 
white and other colors are available
All materials treated for mildew 
resistance and UV degradation

Framework: 
6061-T6 Anodized Aluminum frame 
system with cast aluminum fittings

Flame Retardancy: 
NFPA 701, CA State Fire Marshal
Title 19, CAN ULC S109-03

Engineering: 
IBC 2013, ASCE 7-10 56MPH 
Exposure “C”

Common Accessories: 
Sidewalls, rain gutters, double 
valance, ground cloths, and repair kits

1. Festival® CAN-T Frame Tent with window sidewall2. Self tensioning wall cables allow walls to slide like a shower curtain 
3. Festival®  CAN-T cast aluminum corner 4. Perfect solution for branding with graphics 5. Offered in solid colors as well as 
stripes. 6. Festival®  CAN-T cast aluminum baseplate
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SPECIFICATIONS
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The Festival® CAN-T is part of the Compatible Plus lineup of products and has been 
designed to be compatible with the Matrix-Marquee brand frame tents by Surrey, 
BC based International Tentnology™ Corporation. Matrix-Marquee™ is a registered 
trademark of International Tentnology Corporation. Aztec is not related or affiliated with 
International Tentnology Corporation.


